What You Get

Pay for linked or linkless text,
Membership copy pay for copy of FFF,
Google app. Paranormality,
a chance to vote,
A chance to sign the petition.
Your investment back.
design your own text.
Choose your own choice of words from the selection of words,
Google app. Free lifetime upgrades

Chance to play “Put the pictures in date order”.
The winners get half.
All pictures will be placed in date order.
The Fund gets the remaining half.
$22.22 Membership donation
$11.11 goes into the pool.
$11.11 goes into the QTISU Campaign Fund.
All photos from 060615 to 122117.
Chronological order.
Thousands.
Do the research,
get the right answers,
plot the correct flowstream,
get the share of the pot.
The more participants,

the bigger the pot.
Answer revealed on 122218.
The entire picture pool will become available on
122217 for scrutinizing, researching and plotting.
One year.
The sooner you enter,
the more time you have to research
and get the flowstream correct.
You don’t want to spend $22.22
and give the pictures out for everyone else to see them
and get an edge without making the same contribution as you,
do you?
Keep your plotting order to yourself.
You can’t plot if you don’t join in!
Help us entertain and Inform you.
This contest contains elements of skill and luck and due diligence.
As even a playing field as one can ask for.
Access the guidebook
Access to guidebook and full PSC #2 #3 #4 disclosure.
Access to guidebook and full PSC #2 #3 #4 disclosure
and Photo Chronology contest participation.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Your starting prize?
$1,111 to start
and escalating as each player jumps in.
Match and score.
$11.11
Included: Guidebook.
Game to play
matching
the videos and photos to
the PSC #2 and PSC #3 texts

chronologically.
Accountant 1.01
Lawyer 1.01
Web Master 1.01
MIPITW 1.01
JKJCC 1.01
Investors 2.02
Prize 4.04

